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�� Introduction�

The purpose of algorithm L�BFGS�B is to minimize a nonlinear function of n variables�

min fx�

subject to the simple bounds
l � x � u�

where the vectors l and u represent lower and upper bounds on the variables� Not all the
variables need to have bounds� in fact the algorithm is also appropriate and e�cient for solving
unconstrained problems� The user must supply the gradient g� but knowledge about the Hessian
matrix of f is not required� For this reason the algorithm can be useful for solving large
problems in which the Hessian matrix is di�cult to compute or is dense�

The algorithm is described in detail in ��	� and proceeds roughly as follows� At each iteration
a limited memory BFGS approximation to the Hessian is updated� This limited memory matrix
is used to de�ne a quadratic model of the objective function f � A search direction is then
computed using a two�stage approach� �rst� the gradient projection method ���	� ��	� ���	���	
is used to identify a set of active variables� i�e� variables that will be held at their bounds�
then the quadratic model is approximately minimized with respect to the free variables� The
search direction is de�ned to be the vector leading from the current iterate to this approximate
minimizer� Finally a line search is performed along the search direction using the subroutine
described in ���	� A novel feature of the algorithm is that the limited memory BFGS matrices
are represented in a compact form ��	 that is e�cient for bound constrained problems�

The user can control the amount of storage required by L�BFGS�B by selecting a parameter
m that determines the number of BFGS corrections saved� The algorithm requires roughly
��� �m�n storage locations� and since small values of m say � � m � ��� are recommended�
it can be used to solve very large problems� The computational cost of one iteration of the
algorithm is modest� ranging from �mn � n multiplications when no bounds are active� to
approximately m�n multiplications when all variables are at their bounds�

If no bounds are active at the solution� it is appropriate to stop the iteration when the
norm of the gradient g is su�ciently small� The corresponding quantity for the case when
some bounds are active is the norm of the projected gradient� which we denote by kproj gk�
and which is de�ned� for example� in ��	� Both the output of L�BFGS�B and its documentation�
make reference to the projected gradient�

L�BFGS�B is an extension of the limited memory algorithm L�BFGS� for unconstrained
optimization described in ���	 and implemented as Harwell routine VA�� ���	� The main
improvement is the ability of L�BFGS�B to deal with bounds on the variables� Even though
this requirement makes the new algorithm far more complex than its predecessor� the two
codes perform similarly on unconstrained problems� Therefore L�BFGS�B could be considered
to supersede L�BFGS 
 except for one fact that can be important in some applications�
L�BFGS�B requires � more n�vectors of storage�

L�BFGS�B is� at present� the only limited memory quasi�Newton algorithm capable of
handling bounds on the variables� other published codes ��	� ��	� ���	� ���	 are only able to
solve unconstrained problems� We note also that the nonlinear conjugate gradient method
���	� which is used for solving many large unconstrained problems� has not been adequately
extended to handle bounds on the variables� and L�BFGS�B can be used in its place�

The advantages of L�BFGS�B are� i� the code is easy to use� and the user need not supply
information about the Hessian matrix or about the structure of the objective function� ii� the
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storage requirements of the algorithm are modest and can be controlled by the user� iii� the
cost of the iteration is low� and is independent of the properties of the objective function� Due
to this� L�BFGS�B is recommended for solving large problems in which the Hessian matrix is
not sparse or is di�cult to compute�

However L�BFGS�B su�ers from the following drawbacks� i� it is not rapidly convergent�
and on di�cult problems can take a large number of function evaluations to converge� ii� on
highly ill�conditioned problems the algorithm may fail to obtain high accuracy in the solu�
tion� iii� the algorithm cannot make use of knowledge about the structure of the problem to
accelerate convergence�

The code can be obtained by anonymous ftp to eecs�nwu�edu� After logging in go to the
directory pub�lbfgs�

�� How to use the routine�

The simplest way to use the code is to modify one of the drivers provided in the package
see section ��� Most users will only need to make a few changes to the drivers to run their
applications�

L�BFGS�B is written in FORTRAN ��� in double precision� The user is required to calculate
the function value f and its gradient g� In order to allow the user complete control over these
computations� reverse communication is used� The routine lbfgsb�f must be called repeatedly
under the control of the variable task� The calling statement of L�BFGS�B is

call lbfgsb�n�m�x�l�u�nbd�f�g�factr�wa�iwa�task�iprint�isbmin�csave�lsave�isave�dsave�

Following is a description of all the parameters used in this call�

n is an INTEGER variable that must be set by the user to the number of variables� It is not
altered by the routine�

m is an INTEGER variable that must be set by the user to the number of corrections used
in the limited memory matrix� It is not altered by the routine� Values of m less than
� are not recommended� and large values of m can result in excessive computing time�
The range � �m � �� is recommended�

x is a DOUBLE PRECISION array of length n � On initial entry it must be set by the user to
the values of the initial estimate of the solution vector� Upon successful exit� it contains
the values of the variables at the best point found�

l is a DOUBLE PRECISION array of length n that must be set by the user to the values of
the lower bounds on the variables� If the i�th variable has no lower bound� li� need not
be de�ned�

u is a DOUBLE PRECISION array of length n that must be set by the user to the values
of the upper bounds on the variables� If the i�th variable has no upper bound� ui� need
not be de�ned�

nbd is an INTEGER array of dimension n that must be set by the user to the type of bounds
imposed on the variables�

nbd�i� � � if xi� is unbounded�

� if xi� has only a lower bound�
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� if xi� has both lower and upper bounds

� if xi� has only an upper bound�

f is a DOUBLE PRECISION variable� If the routine lbfgsb�f returns with task����� �FG��
f must be set by the user to contain the value of the function f at the point x�

g is a DOUBLE PRECISION array of length n � If the routine lbfgsb�f returns with task�����
�FG�� g must be set by the user to contain the components of the gradient g at the point
x�

factr is a DOUBLE PRECISION variable that must be set by the user� It is a tolerance in
the termination test for the algorithm� The iteration will stop when

fk � fk����maxjfk��j� jfkj� �� � factr�epsmch ��

where epsmch is the machine precision which is automatically generated by the code�
Typical values for factr on a computer with �� digits of accuracy in double precision are�
factr���d��� for low accuracy� factr���d�� for moderate accuracy� factr���d�� for
extremely high accuracy� If the user sets factr��� the test will stop the algorithm only
if the objective function remains unchanged after one iteration�

wa is a DOUBLE PRECISION array of length �m� ��n� ��m�� ��m used as workspace�
This array must not be altered by the user�

iwa is an INTEGER array of length �n used as workspace� This array must not be altered
by the user�

task is a CHARACTER string of length �� that must be set to �START� on initial entry�
On a return with task������FG� the user must evaluate the function f and gradient g
at the returned value of x� On a return with task���� ��NEW X� an iteration of the
algorithm has concluded� and f and g contain fx� and gx� respectively� The user can
decide whether to continue or stop the iteration� When�

task�������CONV� the termination test in L�BFGS�B has been satis�ed�

task�������ABNO� the routine has terminated abnormally without being able to sat�
isfy the termination conditions� x contains the best approximation found� f and g
contain fx� and gx� respectively�

task���	���ERROR� the routine has detected an error in the input parameters�

On exit with task ��CONV�� �ABNO� or �ERROR�� the variable task contains additional
information that the user can print� This array should not be altered by the user unless
the user wants to stop the run for some reason� See driver��f and driver��f for detailed
explanation on how to stop the run by assigning task������STOP� in the driver�

iprint is an INTEGER variable that must be set by the user� It controls the frequency and
type of output generated�

iprint��� no output is generated�

iprint�
 print only one line at the last iteration�


�iprint��� print also f and kproj gk every iprint iterations�
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iprint��� print details of every iteration except components of n�vectors�

iprint��

 print also the changes of active sets and the �nal n�vector x�

iprint��
� print details of every iteration including the changes of active sets and the
n�vectors x and g�

When iprint � �� the �le iterate�dat will be created to summarize the iteration�

isbmin is an INTEGER variable that must be set by the user� The default setting is isbmin

��� This variable determines the type of method used for the solution of the inner
subspace minimization subproblems�

isbmin � � the direct primal method will be used�

� the dual method will be used�

 the conjugate gradient method will be used�

csave is a CHARACTER working array of length ��� This array must not be altered by the
user�

lsave is a LOGICAL working array of dimension �� This array must not be altered by the
user� On exit with task � �NEW X�� the following information is available�

lsave��� � �true� the initial x did not satisfy the bounds�

lsave��� � �true� the problem contains bounds�

lsave�� � �true� each variable has upper and lower bounds�

isave is an INTEGER working array of dimension ��� This array must not be altered by the
user� On exit with task � �NEW X�� it contains information that the user may want to
access� For example�

isave�
� � the current iteration number�

isave��� � the number of function and gradient evaluations performed so far�

See the subroutine lbfgsb�f for a description of other information contained in isave�

dsave is a DOUBLE PRECISION working array of dimension ��� This array must not be
altered by the user� On exit with task � �NEW X�� it contains information that the user
may want to access� For example�

dsave��� � value of f at the previous iteration�

dsave��� � the in�nity norm of the projected gradient of f at x�

See the subroutine lbfgsb�f for a description of other information contained in dsave�

�� The Drivers�

Several sample drivers have been prepared to facilitate the use of the code� They range
from a simple driver using all the default settings� to some more sophisticated drivers that give
the user more control over the execution of the code�
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driver��f is the simplest driver� It demonstrates how to solve a sample problem using all
the default settings of the code� We recommend that every user of L�BFGS�B read this
driver� It gives a good idea of how the code works� and at the end of driver��f there is a
detailed description of the parameters used in L�BFGS�B�

driver��f is a more sophisticated driver� It illustrates various ways of terminating the run�
and alternative ways of generating output� This driver is designed for users who need
specially formatted output or for users who wish to have more control over the execution
of the run�

driver�f is a time�controlled driver� It shows how to terminate a run after some prescribed
CPU time has elapsed� and how to print the desired information before exiting� When
running very time�consuming applications the user may wish to impose a limit on CPU
time� Terminating the run in this way� however� will not produce the �nal output of the
run� This driver shows how to generate all desired output in this case�

driver��f is an extensive driver� It runs the code on �� test problems �� bound constrained�
�� unconstrained� from the CUTE collection ��	� each with three di�erent subspace min�
imization methods� This driver is used for testing and pro�ling the code�

�� Termination and Error Messages�

The user can terminate execution at various stages of the algorithm by setting task�����
�STOP� at an appropriate place in the driver� This allows the user to determine a stopping
condition based on such factors as projected gradient� number of function evaluations or time
spent� Several possibilities are illustrated in driver��f� In addition� the code may terminate
because the built�in stopping test �� has been met� because an input error has been detected�
or because the code cannot make further progress�

The built�in stopping test �� is controlled by the parameter factr� see section �� It is
designed to terminate the run when the change in the objective function f is su�ciently small�
The test can be made more stringent by decreasing factr� and can be almost disabled by setting
factr� �� If the stopping test is satis�ed� task���� will contain the string �CONV�� Note that
�� is scale�dependent due to the scalar � in the denominator� when factr � �� if f is multiplied
by a constant and the code is re�run� then termination may occur at a di�erent solution point�

In addition to the stopping test ��� the algorithm has another built�in stopping test based
on the projected gradient� if

kproj gk� � �

the execution will terminate� This test is included because the algorithm can proceed only when
the projected gradient is nonzero� otherwise a stationary point has already been reached� In
this case the variable task contains the string �CONVERGENCE� NORM OF PROJECTED
GRADIENT � ���

It can occur sometimes that the line search cannot make any progress� as described in
section �� In this case the run is terminated� and task contains the string �ABNORMAL
TERMINATION IN LINE SEARCH��

When the code has detected an error in the input� task���� will contain the string
�ERROR�� In this case the user can print all the information contained in task i�e task�������
which will provide details of the error�
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�� Implementation�

The algorithm implemented in L�BFGS�B is described in detail in ��	� However a few
additions and modi�cations were made during the development of the code�

First we describe several devices for dealing with failures of the code and for trying to
improve performance in the region were rounding errors begin to dominate the computation�
The line search program of Mor�e and Thuente ���	 is used to compute the steplength parameter�
If the line search is unable to �nd a point with a su�ciently lower value of the objective after
�� evaluations of the objective function� we conclude that the current direction is not useful�
In this case all correction vectors are discarded and the iteration is restarted along the steepest
descent direction� If the line search fails along this steepest descent direction� the algorithm
terminates as described in section �� This type of failure will usually occur only if the user has
speci�ed high accuracy in the solution and L�BFGS is having di�culties meeting this accuracy�
Our restarting strategy sometimes leads to successful termination in these di�cult cases 
 but
not always�

Similarly� if during the course of the iteration the L�BFGS matrix� or a related submatrix
becomes singular or inde�nite� all correction vectors are discarded and the iteration is restarted
along the steepest descent direction� This device is also used if the search direction is not a
descent direction i�e� if gTd � ��� We emphasize that all the di�culties just described occur
only when rounding errors begin to dominate the computation�

Machine and Scale Dependencies�

L�BFGS�B computes the machine precision epsmch by means of the routine dpmeps from
MINPACK�� ��	� The machine precision epsmch is used only twice in the algorithm� in the
stopping test �� and in the skipping criterion for BFGS updating described below� These
two computations are therefore machine�dependent� As explained in the previous section� the
stopping test �� can be controlled by means of the variable factr� the user may want to
experiment with this variable� When factr is set equal to zero� this machine dependence is
removed� The BFGS skipping test is necessary to guarantee the positive de�niteness of the
limited memory matrices when bounds on the variables are present� In L�BFGS�B the matrix
update is skipped when

yT
k
sk

�gT
k
sk

� epsmch�

where yk � gk�� � gk and sk � xk�� � xk� see ���	�� This ensures that yT
k
sk is su�ciently

positive� The user can determine how many times the BFGS update was skipped by printing
the variable isave���� Our numerical experience indicates that skipping occurs rarely�

E�ort was taken to ensure that L�BFGS�B is as scale�invariant as possible� However com�
plete scale�invariance was not possible to achieve� indeed the limited memory algorithm itself
is not invariant to linear transformations in the variables� However� the algorithm is invariant
with respect to scalar multiples of the variables and the objective function� and we have been
able to maintain that invariance in the code with only a few exceptions� The main exception is
the �rst iteration� where the step is quite dependent on scaling of the variables� In addition� as
noted before� the test �� is not invariant to scaling of the objective function when factr � ��
However� since this test can easily be altered or essentially disabled by the user� this is not an
important drawback�
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A technical point on the step computation�

There is one signi�cant di�erence between L�BFGS�B and the algorithm described in ��	�
but it occurs at a fairly low level and is of interest only to those readers wishing to understand
the code in detail�

The implementation of the primal and dual approaches for subspace minimization was
uni�ed� With the notation used in section � of ��	� it can be shown that the matrix

I �
�

�
MWTZZTW ���M�

which appears in the primal direct method is identical to the matrix

I � � �M �WTAAT �W ��� �M

of the dual method� Moreover� these matrices can be written as the inverse of

�
��
�D � �

�
Y TZZTY LT

A
� RT

Z

LT
A
� RT

Z
�STAATS

�
�� �

where LA is the strict lower triangle of STAATS and RZ is the upper triangle of STZZTY�We
have used this matrix in both the primal and dual approaches� and as a result the performance
of the two methods is now similar� Although this matrix is not positive de�nite� it can be
factorized symmetrically by using Cholesky factorization of the submatrices�

�� Numerical Results�

We now present results of L�BFGS�B on a set of test problems from the CUTE collection
��	� We tested only bound constrained problems with n � � and unconstrained problems with
n � ���� As a benchmark we also present the results obtained by the SR� and Exact Hessian
options of the LANCELOT package ���	� LANCELOT was run using all its default options�
All runs were performed on a Sparcstation�� with ��Mb of main memory� and all runs were
terminated when the norm of the projected gradient is less than ����� i�e�

kproj gk� � ����� ��

The meaning of some of the variables used in the tables is as follows�

nbnd� the number of active bounds at the solution of LANCELOT
SR��

nfg� the total number of function or gradient evaluations�

nf� the total number of function evaluations� In LANCELOT� the number of function evalu�
ations may di�er from the number of gradient evaluations��

Tables ��� and ��� indicate that L�BFGS�B is a competitive code� which is remarkable since
it does not use any speci�c knowledge of the objective function� as is the case in both versions
of LANCELOT� Although� as is to be expected� L�BFGS�B used more function evaluations
than LANCELOT� the CPU times were comparable� though with great variability� It is an
interesting fact that L�BFGS�B is sometimes unable to reduce the projected gradient su�ciently
to satisfy the stopping condition even though the function value obtained is very good� More
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speci�cally� in the runs marked by C� in the tables� L�BFGS�B obtained at least as good
function value to �ve digits� as LANCELOT but the gradient did not meet the stopping
condition� We do not interpret these as failures of the algorithm� but feel that this property of
L�BFGS deserves further study�

Tables ��� and ��� show the e�ect of varying the number m of updates saved� Increasing m
de�nitely improves the reliability of the algorithm� Although increasing m often reduces the
number of function evaluations� this e�ect is not consistent� and it does cause an increase in
CPU time in most cases� In Tables ��� and ��� we consider the dual and conjugate gradient
approaches for subspace minimization� With the new implementation described in section �� the
computation time for the primal and dual approaches is quite similar� The conjugate gradient
approach seems to require more time on problems where computational time is signi�cant�
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BOUND CONSTRAINED PROBLEMS

L�BFGS�B L�BFGS�B LANCELOT LANCELOT
Problem n nbnd m	� �Primal� m	�� �Primal� SR� Hessian

nfg time nfg time nf time nf time

BDEXP �


 
 �� ���� � ���
 �� ����� �� ���
BIGGS�  � ��� 
��� � ���� �� 
�� �� 
��

BQPGASIM �
 � �� 
��� �� 
��� � 
��� � 
���
BQPGAUSS �

� �� �F� ��E��� �C� ��E��� �
 ������� � �������
HATFLDC �� 
 �� 
��� �� 
��� � 
��� � 
���
HS��
 �
 �
 � 
�
� � 
�
� � 
��� � 
��
HS�� � � �� 
�
� �� 
�
� � 
�
� � 
�
�
JNLBRNGA ���� ��� ��� ��
��� �� ������� �� ������ �� ��
���
JNLBRNGB �
�� �� ��� ���� �� ������  ����  ���
LINVERSE ��� ��� ��� ���� �� ������ �� ����
� �� ������
MAXLIKA � � �� ����� ��� �
��� �� ����� � ����
MCCORMCK �


 
 �� ���� �� ��
� � ���� � ����
NONSCOMP �


 � �� ��� 
 ����� � ���
 � ����
OBSTCLAE ��� ���� ��� �
���
 �
� ����
 � �����

  ������
OBSTCLAL �
�� �
� �
 ���� �
 �
��� �� ���� � ���
OBSTCLBL �
�� ��� �
 ���� �� ��� � ����� � �����
OBSTCLBM ���� ��
� �� ����
� ��� ������ � ��
���  �
����

OBSTCLBU �
�� ��� �� ��� �� ����� � ���
 � ����
PALMER�A  
 ��� ���� �� ���
 ��� ���� � ����
PALMER�E � 
 �F� ��E��� ��
 ��
 ��
 ��� �
� ����
PALMER�A  
 ��� ��� ��� ���� ��
 ��
� ��� ��

PALMER�E � 
 �F� ��E��� ��� ��� �� ��
� ��� ����
PALMER�A  
 �� ���� ��
 ���� �� ��
� ��� ����
PALMER�E � 
 �F� ��E��� ��� ���� ��� ���� � ���
PALMER�A  
 ��� ���
 ��� ���� �� ���� �� 
��

PALMER�E � 
 �F� ��E��� ��� ���� �
 ���� � ����
PROBPENL �

 
 � 
��
 � 
��� � ���� � ���
S�� �

 �� �� ���� �� ���� �� ����� � �����
TORSION� �
�� �� �� ��� �� ��� �� ���
� �� �
���
TORSION� �
�� �� � �
�
� �� ����� �
 ����� � ����
TORSION� �
�� ��� �� ��� �� ��� � ����  ��
�
TORSION� �
�� ��� �� ���� �� ���� � ���  ����
TORSION ����� ���� �� �
���� �
 ������� �
 ��
��� � ��
���

Table ���� Test results of L�BFGS�B� using the default option �primal method� for subspace
minimization� and results of LANCELOT�s SR� and exact Hessian options� on bound constrained

problems from the CUTE collection�

� � Termination because the number of function evaluations reached �����
�� � Termination because the code could make no further progress in reducing f �

�In cases �� and � the value in parentheses is the norm of the projected gradient at the �nal iterate��
C�� Gradient stopping test ��� was not met but the �nal function value was at least as good as that

obtained by LANCELOT SR��
F�� Gradient stopping test ��� was not met but the �nal function value was greater than that obtained

by LANCELOT SR��
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UNCONSTRAINED PROBLEMS

L�BFGS�B L�BFGS�B LANCELOT LANCELOT
Problem n m	� �Primal� m	�� �Primal� SR� Hessian

nfg time nfg time nf time nf time

ARWHEAD �


 �� ��
� ��C� ��E��� � ��  ����
BDQRTIC �

 �
� ���� �� ���� �� ��
 �� ��
�
BROYDN�D �


 ��� ��
 ��� �
���� ��� ���� ��� ���
CRAGGLVY �


 �� ����� �� ���
� �� ���� �� ����
DIXMAANA ��

 �� ���� �� �� � ����  ���
DIXMAANB ��

 �� ��� �� ���� � �
��� � ���
DIXMAANC ��

 �� ��� �� ���� �
 ���� �� �����
DIXMAAND ��

 �� ���
 �� ��
� �� ���
� �
 �����
DIXMAANE ��

 ��� ����� �� ���
� �� ���
� � ����
DIXMAANF ��

 �� ���
� �� �
��� � ����� �� �����
DIXMAANG ��

 ��� �
��� ��� �
��� �� ����� �� ���
�
DIXMAANH ��

 �� �
��
 ��� �
�
� �� ���
� � �����
DIXMAANI ��

 ���� ���� �
 ����
� �� ���� � ���
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Table ����Test results of L�BFGS�B� using the default option �primal method� for subspace
minimization� and results of LANCELOT�s SR� and exact Hessian options� on unconstrained

problems from the CUTE collection�

� � Termination because the number of function evaluations reached �����
�� � Termination because the code could make no further progress in reducing f �

�In cases �� and � the value in parentheses is the norm of the projected gradient at the �nal iterate��
C�� Gradient stopping test ��� was not met but the �nal function value was at least as good as that

obtained by LANCELOT SR��
F�� Gradient stopping test ��� was not met but the �nal function value was greater than that obtained

by LANCELOT SR��
C�� The SR� option of LANCELOT converged to a di�erent solution point than the other methods�
F�� The SR� option of LANCELOT could not satisfy the stopping test after ���� function evaluations�
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Table ���� Test results of L�BFGS�B� using the default option �primal method� for subspace
minimization and various values for m� on bound constrained problems from the CUTE collection�

� � Termination because the number of function evaluations reached �����
�� � Termination because the code could make no further progress in reducing f �

�In cases �� and � the value in parentheses is the norm of the projected gradient at the �nal iterate��
C�� Gradient stopping test ��� was not met but the �nal function value was at least as good as that

obtained by LANCELOT SR��
F�� Gradient stopping test ��� was not met but the �nal function value was greater than that obtained

by LANCELOT SR��
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Table ���� Test results of L�BFGS�B� using the default option �primal method� for subspace
minimization and various values of m� on unconstrained problems from the CUTE collection�

� � Termination because the number of function evaluations reached �����
�� � Termination because the code could make no further progress in reducing f �

�In cases �� and � the value in parentheses is the norm of the projected gradient at the �nal iterate��
C�� Gradient stopping test ��� was not met but the �nal function value was at least as good as that

obtained by LANCELOT SR��
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Comparing Dual and CG Options on Bound Constrained Problems
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Table ���� Test results of L�BFGS�B method� using dual and CG methods for subspace minimization�
on bound constrained problems from the CUTE collection�

� � Termination because the number of function evaluations reached �����
�� � Termination because the code could make no further progress in reducing f �

�In cases �� and � the value in parentheses is the norm of the projected gradient at the �nal iterate��
C�� Gradient stopping test ��� was not met but the �nal function value was at least as good as that

obtained by LANCELOT SR��
F�� Gradient stopping test ��� was not met but the �nal function value was greater than that obtained

by LANCELOT SR��
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Comparing Dual and CG Options on Unconstrained Problems
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Table ��� Test results of L�BFGS�B method� using dual and CG methods for subspace minimization�
on unconstrained problems from the CUTE collection�

� � Termination because the number of function evaluations reached �����
�� � Termination because the code could make no further progress in reducing f �

�In cases �� and � the value in parentheses is the norm of the projected gradient at the �nal iterate��
C�� Gradient stopping test ��� was not met but the �nal function value was at least as good as that

obtained by LANCELOT SR��
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